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ABSTRACT
This thesis dwells on the issue of using personal computers in real-time
control and data acquisition applications. A data acquisition and control
system is designed to acquires temperature, humidity, air volume and solar
radiation data and control the inside temperature, air volume and maxi
mizes solar radiation inside an ecologically closed test structure.

The

focus is on an Intel 8088 or 80286 based personal computer. A personal
computer is used for development of the software and the final real-time
system runs on a PC as well. This eliminates the need of expensive cross
compilers and in-circuit emulators. A control and data acquisition task is
selected and a solution using an IBM compatible personal computer is
demonstrated. Various advantages and disadvantages for selecting the per
sonal computer and development software and environment are discussed.
Solution to various problems encountered are discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The term real-time system [1] covers a wide range of computer

applica

tions. The common feature amongst all these systems is that they have
to meet some kind of timing deadlines imposed by the "real" world. The
range of

time scale

could

be from microseconds as

in digital signal

processors up to years, as in a seismic data recorder. Most real-time sys
tems fall in the middle of these limits and are of primary interest to
us.
The introduction of the microprocessor brought the first revolution in real
time system applications.' With the help of software and hardware tools,
which were fairly expensive, real-time systems could be built for varied
applications. The second revolution has come about with the introduction
of personal computers, based on these microprocessors. Personal computers
provide a very cost effective hardware and software environment in which
to develop, test and run real-time systems.

1.1

Real-time System Fundamentals

Stankovic and Ramamritham [2] define a hard real-time system

as one

in which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical
result of computation but also on the time at which
produced.

the results are

9
Bennett and Linkens [3] define a realrtime system as one in which com
putation is triggered by external events and the result of the particular
calculation may depend upon the value of the variable "time" at execu
tion, or upon the time taken to execute the computation.
Earlier the term "real-time" was used

to describe systems like airline

reservation where an operator was sitting at the terminal waiting for a
response. Such systems are now referred as interactive systems. With the
advent of

micro-computers and

mini-computers the

term "real-time" or

"hard real-time" is used for describing a process-control or an assemblyplant

situation where

the

computer

directs

and

monitors

the

ongoing

physical process.
Following are a few definitions [1] used to measure the time component
of a real-time system:
a.

Response Time: This is the minimum amount of time a
computer takes to respond to an external event. This is
perhaps

the

most

important

measure

of

a

real-time

system. If the computer is not able to respond within a
predetermined amount of time the controlled device may
have unpredictable output.
b.

Interrupt latency time: This is the maximum time that
elapses between occurrence of an event and the start of
the interrupt service routine. This latency is due to the
fact that the microprocessor recognizes the interrupt only

at the' end of an instruction. This interrupt latency time
is only a small component of the response time of the
system.
Survival Time: This is the maximum amount of time a
stimulus will remain available at the input, to be noticed
by the computer.
Throughput: Throughput is the total number of events a
system can handle in a unit of time (usually one second).
Events could be different units for different systems. In
a chemical plant the event could be execution of one
control loop, in case of a network controller this could
be number of bits transmitted.
Bandwidth: When throughput

is

measured

in

bits

per

second as in digital signal processing, it can be related
to the analog bandwidth of the signal. When sampling
and

analog

to

digital

conversion

are

involved

it

is

important to distinguish the analog bandwidth from the
digital

counterpart

which

frequency and number of
bandwidth
bandwidth.

is

significantly

is

the

product

of

sample

bits per sample. The digital
higher

than

the

analog
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Real-time systems can be classified in two fundamental ways. One based
on their response time and the other based on the structure of
software. Following are the three speed classifications.
1.

Low Speed Systems: Low speed systems are those where
the response time requirement is in seconds or minutes.
Examples

of

such systems are

opening of

the door

within a few seconds of inserting the key or punching
the code, temperature control of buildings by turning on
or off the air-conditioning plant. The computer response
time is considerable less that the system requirement and
hence almost all the functions can be implemented
software.

Even

development

is

though
high,

if

the

initial

cost

of

the

system

has

to

in

software
be

mass

produced the overall cost is lower when most of the logic
is implemented in software.
2.

Medium Speed Systems: Medium speed systems are those
which have a response time in milliseconds. Protectioncircuit

actuation, when

power

electrical

a

equipment,

fault
falls

is
in

detected
this

in

a

high

category. The

response time of the computers used is about the same
as the system response time, the designer needs to decide
what part of the system is to implemented in hardware
and what can be implemented in software.

the
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3.

High Speed Systems: High speed systems have response
time

in

microseconds.

and

computer

members of
that

a

hard

Digital
disk

signal

controllers

this category. High

large

amount

processing

of

logic

are

response
be

systems

among
time

the

dictates

implemented

in

hardware.
Classifying the system according to program structure we have two broad
categories:
1.

Polling

Loop

program
determine

Systems: This

structure.
if

an

The
event

is

program
which

the

simplest

polls

requires

each
a

kind

of

input

to

response

has

occurred. If it has, the program services that event and
moves on to poll the next input. The simplicity of this
structure lends itself to low end real-time systems and its
high speed makes it necessary for the high end systems.
2.

Event Driven Systems: Systems that respond directly to
external

events

are

called

event

driven

systems.

This

classification can further be divided into three main types:
foreground/background

systems,

multitasking

systems

and

multiprocessor systems.
The foreground/background systems are the most popular
type of event driven system [1]. A polling loop executes
in the background while foreground events interrupt the

processor

for

attention.

As

soon

as

an

interrupt

is

received the processor goes out and services the interrupt
causing the event and returns to its background activity.
Interrupts handle events that require fast response time.
Multitasking systems have several tasks of equal priority
running

at

the

same

time.

These

tasks

could

be

independent programs or part of the same system having
communication between themselves. The operating system
provides the multitasking facility for

these programs or

tasks. The operating system also provides the facility for
scheduling

of

inter

communication.

task

tasks,

timesharing system

synchronization

the

In

a

between

tasks

conventional

operating system

and

multi-user

keeps

all

the

tasks completely isolated from each other. This helps in
protecting one task from overwriting the data of another.
On the other hand in a real-time system the tasks often
communicate

with

one

another

real-time multitasking system it

and

share

data.

In

a

has to be insured that

each task is scheduled in such a way that the real time
deadlines are met for all the tasks.
Multiprocessor Systems [4] have more that one processor
in the system. A loosely coupled multiprocessing system
is one in which the processors are connected via a local
area network and have their own dedicated memory and
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peripherals. A tightly coupled system on the other hand
has several processors on the same bus that share the
same

memory

themselves

very

space.
well

Multiprocessing
to

real-time

systems

lend

applications.

Each

processor runs a separate task and can communicate with
other

tasks

to

share

information. The

throughput

and

response time of such systems is significantly better that
uniprocessor

systems.

coupled systems find

Both

loosely

coupled

and

tightly

application in the design of real-time

systems.

1.2

Hardware Considerations for Real-time Systems

There is little difference between a real-time microcomputer and a general
purpose microcomputer. Both have a CPU, memory and peripheral chips,
and so on. There can be reasons to choose one CPU over the other.
These could range from hardware support for context switching, better in
terrupt latency time to general familiarity with the processor. In real-time
microcomputers analog to digital converters, digital to analog converters,
optical isolators and signal amplifiers are used to interface real world sig
nals to the microcomputer. In this section we shall also talk about net
work interfaces for real-time applications and multiprocessor systems
real-time applications.

for
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1.2.1 Computer System
The computer systems for real-time applications have the same configura
tion as a general purpose microcomputer. A real-time clock and an in
terval timer are almost always need in a real-time system to provide time
stamping of the data and scheduling of tasks. There are a few fine points
that need to be mentioned.
Hardware support for context switching: In a multitasking real-time sys
tem context switching time is an important factor in the response time
of the computer. In most current microprocessors there are a number of
general purpose registers that need to be saved at every context switch.
This is very time consuming and slows down the system. Microprocessors
that provide hardware support to speed up context switching can improve
the system response time. The Motorola 680x0 family of processors [5]
provide a multiple register move instruction that saves some time by stor
ing all the listed registers in one instruction. The 680x0 family of proces
sors

also

provide

hardware

support

for

multitasking

operating

systems.

Included are a separate stack for the kernel and instructions with privilege
levels. The Intel 80286 processor also provides hardware support for con
text switching and multitasking. The TI 9900 CPU keeps all its registers
in memory and a context switching can be done by changing one pointer.
This improves the context switching time but
memory slows the processor down considerably.

keeping the registers in
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Pipeline Architecture

of CPU:

Most

general

microprocessors

pipeline architecture wherein instructions are pre-fetched

use a

by the CPU

while it is still executing the previous instruction. This helps speed up
the throughput in case of sequential executing instructions. However, if a
branch is to be taken the entire pre-fetch queue has to be rejected and
new instructions have to be fetched. This causes uncertainty in determin
ing how much time a given piece of code is going to take. Such uncer
tainty is unacceptable in

many

real-time systems. Harris

RTX

2000

microprocessors [6] improve this situation by using a dual stack quad bus
architecture that removes the uncertainty caused by filling and emptying
of the pre-fetch queue. Some special purpose processors like the Intel
2990 signal processor do not have a branch instruction. The pipeline ar
chitecture therefore can be used here to increase throughput without caus
ing any timing uncertainty.

1.2.2 Input Output Interfacing
The real world signals can be divided into four categories, analog input
and output signals
Analog

and digital input and output signals.

Input: These signals bring information from the outside world

into the computer. An electrical signal from 0 to 100 millivolts from a
temperature sensor could represent temperature from 0 to 100 degree Cel
sius. The electrical signal is converted into a digital signal using an analog
to digital converter. A twelve bit converter has a dynamic range of 72
db and a resolution of 0.01% of full scale. It is the most common A/D
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converter used in industry, higher resolution can be achieved by using a
sixteen bit A/D. The signals are first conditioned using an operational
amplifier which sometimes has a programmable gain. It is also common
to

use

a

multiplexer

which switches a

number

of

channels

into

the

amplifier and the A/D. Thus one set of amplifiers and A/D serve all
analog input channels. The switching of channels and conversion is con
trolled by the software. This works fine for low and medium speed ap
plications. In higher speed applications if the channel number is large the
sum of multiplexer switching time, amplifier settling time and conversion
time becomes - a limiting factor on the response time of the system. In
such cases each channel is given its own amplifier and A/D. Each chan
nel data is then being digitized continuously and the computer goes and
collects the data from the A/D output. Depending on the type of signal
being digitized by the system filters and signal conditioners are used to
minimize spurious readings. An excellent treatment of this subject can be
found in reference [7].
Analog Output: Some field devices like modulating valves and dampers
require an analog voltage for positioning them. The computer does all the
calculations and then scales and converts the output to an analog value
using a

digital

to analog converter. The

design

considerations for

an

analog output are far less involved than analog input.
Digital

Output: Digital output signals are so named because they take

only two values On and Off. The computer produces a TIL compatible
digital signal but this signal cannot be expected to do much outside the
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computer enclosure. It is therefore converted using an optical isolator.
Based on the value of the TEL signal from the computer a photo-diode
turns on a thyristor or a triac to supply adequate power to the field
device. The device that does the transformation from the 1 IJL level to a
field usable level is called an optical isolator relay. The industry standard
optical isolators are made by Opto-22 see reference [8] for more detail.
Digital

Input: Information

regarding the status of

switches, valves or

dampers that have only On or Off positions can be input to the com
puter using a digital input interface. The interface is also optically iso
lated to prevent high voltages from entering the computer system. The
interface uses an optical diode to convert the field signal into a TTL
voltage that is then read by the computer.

1.2.3 Multiprocessing Systems
The low cost of microprocessors has made multiprocessing a very attrac
tive solution

to

real-time problems. The

main

division

between

multi

processor structures is between tightly-coupled and loosely-coupled systems.
A third kind of system should also be distinguished and may be called
very tightly coupled system, these are co-processor systems. A co-processor
shares the same instruction stream as the processor and looks for instruc
tions meant for it. As soon as it finds an instruction it starts executing
it and the main processor is free to go ahead with the rest of the in
structions. Floating point co-processors are added in this fashion to work
with most microprocessors. Graphics co-processors and memory management
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co-processors are also available. We shall however focus our interest to
the first two categories.
Loosely Coupled Systems: Such systems first came into existence when
several mainframes were connected through a data link in such a way
that they could exchange information. The constituent computers are inde
pendent entities with their own memory and peripherals. Earlier systems
used to be connected using a serial or a parallel link, presently such systems are connected using a local area network (LAN). In real-time ap
plications the network of choice is the token passing network as defined
in

IEEE

802.4. The carrier

sense

multiple access

collision

detect

(CSMA/CD) networks are not suitable due to their uncertain delays in
transmission. The token passing network gives each node a set priority
and ensures that each node will get an opportunity to transmit in a
predetermined amount of time. It order to use such a system a operat
ing system is needed that can effectively utilize the complete system. Such
systems have lately become available. One such operating system is called
QNX and is described in reference [9].
Tightly Coupled Systems:

Tightly coupled systems are those that share

at least part of their memory space with other processors. The most com
mon method of achieving this is to use a common bus. Both the Multibus-II

and

the

VME

bus support

multiprocessing. There

are

several

variations to the scheme of sharing memory using a common bus. Writ
ing operating systems for tightly coupled systems presents several problems.
Synchronization and resource allocation are two of them. Once an operat
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ing system starts working reliably on a multiprocessor system the applica
tion potential for high speed real-time systems is tremendous. All the high
speed tasks can be run on their own processors without interruption thus
giving high overall throughput and response time. Masscomp Inc [10] has
a 680x0 based machine which supports multiple processors on the same
bus and comes with a UNIX operating system that has real-time exten
sions.

1.3

Software Considerations for Real-time Systems

Real-time software development and design is much more complex than
conventional program development. The characteristics of real-time software
systems that set it apart from conventional systems are:
a.

Timely response to real world stimuli.

b.

Direct manipulation of hardware resources.

c.

Running

synchronous

processes

that

must

communicate

with each other.
d.

Having

extra-ordinaiy

error

processing

and

recovery

mechanism for high reliability.
In order to achieve these goals, the importance of good program design,
good language support and an environment rich in software tools cannot
be overstated. In this section we shall discuss the languages, tools and
utilities, and the environment needed for real-time software development.
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1.3.1 Programming Languages
The language is perhaps the most obvious component of a software sys
tem. Like every project has different requirements, every language has dif
ferent facilities to offer and different shortcomings. The same language
while being suitable for one project, may be hopeless for the other. A
careful selection of the language could mean the difference between a
good piece of software and an error prone software. The language also
reflects on the productivity of the programmer.
Assembly programming has for years been the method of choice for real
time systems. It

allowed

the

programmer

to work

very

close

to

the

machine and be able to use every trick the machine allowed. The con
structs of

conditional assembly and macros are very useful in program

development. The final program is difficult to understand and therefore
to

modify and

maintain. The programming

time

requirement

is

higher

than for other higher level programming languages. An assembler should
be used only to optimize a piece of code. Most projects can be and
should be handled using a high level language.
Higher level languages firstly increase the productivity of the programmer.
The software is better readable and modifiable compared to software writ
ten in assembly language. However, the first high level language "Fortran"
did not lend itself to structured programming or readable programs. It
was still used for real-time systems for a long time and does provide
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some improvement over assembly language programming in terms of main
tainability of the software.
Pascal developed as a language for teaching first brought forth the prin
ciples of structured programming. However, strict type checking is restric
tive for many low level applications. Several implementations of

Pascal

provide means of getting around the problems of type checking. A ver
sion called concurrent Pascal exists that provides multitasking facilities in
the programming language. Pascal is still used extensively in schools but
applications in the industry are few. Modual-2 is the second
developed by the author of

language

Pascal, Niklaus Wirth. It overcomes most

shortcomings of Pascal and also allows separate compilation of modules.
C is the most popular programming language today. It combines all the
advantages of an assembler with the modularity of a high level language.
Facilities like preprocessing and

macro substitution are provided in the

compiler. Since the C compiler does not do strict type checking many er
rors will pass through the compiler which would have been caught by a
Pascal compiler. By use of function prototyping as provided in ANSI C
and the lint utility, most such errors can be detected fairly easily. C does
not provide any multitasking constructs like signals or semaphores as

Ada

or Concurrent Pascal do.
The Ada programming language is the result of an intense standardizing
effort by the U.S. Department of Defense. It is designed for embedded
real-time applications. It provides constructs for multitasking in the lan
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guage itself and is modular. This language is large and complex and full
of all features and facilities that one could ask for. There are fewer com
pilers for Ada but its application in the development of real-time systems
is bound to increase over time.
An interpreter is a program that executes a language on the processor
without converting the software into the native language of the processor.
In other words an interpreter simulates a processor that directly runs the
program. There are several advantages to this approach. The program can
be developed faster without going through

the compile, link and load

cycle. Most interpreters have good source level debugging features. The
size of the source program remains small. The interpreter itself is small
in size and can be installed in a PROM on the microprocessor. The
major disadvantage is that all interpreted languages due to their design
run slow. This makes them an unlikely choice for real-time programming
yet they are very often used. Basic is perhaps the most commonly used
interpreted language available. Like Fortran it does not allow structured
programming and the software is difficult to read and maintain. All in
all Basic is not a very useful language for software development. However
Basic is easy to implement and hence is extensively used in microcom
puters.
Forth is an interpreted language that is very efficient and suitable for
real-time applications. Forth is not a high level language but is more like
an assembly level language for stack oriented machine. Forth code is com
pact and relatively fast. It uses reverse polish notations due to its stack
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structure and takes some getting used to. Harris Inc [6] have used Forth
for real-time system development on the RTX-2000 processor. The struc
ture of the RTX-2000 allows up to three instructions to be coded in each
word and

all

three can

be executed in parallel. This increases the

throughput of the system.
There are other interpreted languages like Lisp and Smalltalk that have
excellent object oriented programming support but these languages are not
very suitable for real-time applications, primarily because of their slow ex
ecution speed. However application of these languages is often seen at
the supervisory level of a large real-time system where a knowledge based
system needs to be interfaced.

1.3.2 Software Tools and Utilities
Just as the design of the software is dependent on the facilities supported
by the language and the compiler, efficiency in development time and
robustness of the final product depends on the software tools and utilities
available for development.
The text editor is the most often used tool. For the PC environment
now a number of good editors are available. A PC version of the UNIX
screen

editor vi is available from several sources. Other

popular full

screen editors from the mini-computer world have been ported down to
the PC. Several editors provide facilities that are specific to a certain lan
guage, like providing indents and braces at the expected places in the
source text of C. The second most used facility is the UNIX "make"
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facility for program development. This is a very valuable tool for develop
ing software that consists of several modules. The utility determines which
source files have been changed since the last compilation and only com
piles those. This not only saves a lot of time but frees the programmer
from the burden of remembering which files have to be compiled after
an editing session. Another utility very useful in C development is "lint".
Lint goes through the source code and points out inconsistencies that are
not checked by the compiler. Since C does not have strict type checking
and allows mixing of pointers to different objects such a facility makes
life easy for the programmer. Debuggers that let the programmer trace
through the program and apply breakpoints, are a valuable tool for code
debugging.

Debugging

multitasking

real-time

programs

is

more

difficult

than debugging other sequential programs because of the timing require
ment. It often takes extensive amount of testing to find and eliminate all
the bugs. The problem becomes still more complex because most real-time
bugs are dynamic and do not show up consistently. In a multitasking sys
tem it also becomes difficult to recreate the exact error since the states
of all the tasks are not known at all times. If the program is run in a
single step mode it no longer remains a real-time program and the test
ing may never lead to the bug. A robust program design and built in
debugging features are very desirable in a real-time program. A special
debugger often called a

monitor is used

to find

real-time bugs. The

monitor keeps the snap shot of the computer memory at the time of
failure and the programmer has to go and examine all memory locations
of concern. This is still a veiy difficult problem.
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1.3.3 Operating System
Selection of

an operating system is perhaps the most critical part

of

developing a real-time system. This section is devoted to general discus
sions on selection of an operating system for real-time applications. We
shall investigate the design of

real-time operating systems,

and

try

to

determine if it meets the requirements of the overall system. We will
also identify

the

properties of

real-time operating systems

that

need

evaluation when choosing an operating system. Finally a brief discussion
of real-time operating systems available on the market is included.
Operating systems not only assist in software development, they form a
link between different real-time tasks running on the computer system.
However an operating system may not always be needed for a real-time
application. In a simple application, like controlling a printer, no operat
ing system is needed and all the functions are built into the software
and the overhead of an operating system is thus saved. In larger real
time systems, particularly those which include a data acquisition system, an
operating system becomes necessary to manage all the data files generated.
An operating system will also assist in analyzing, printing and communicat
ing the data. It is not necessary to use a real-time operating system for
all real-time applications. The multitasking facilities of an operating sys
tem may be sufficient to meet the needs of some real-time systems. Some
data

acquisition systems

that

require processor

time

once

every

few

seconds will run satisfactorily on a multitasking system. Single user operat
ing systems like MS-DOS have a small overhead and being non-preemp
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tive make good candidates for running real-time applications that need
high response time figures. High speed real-time systems which are re
quired to execute several tasks concurrently need real-time operating sys
tems to meet the timing requirements. It is the timing requirement of a
real-time system that dictates the use of special scheduling algorithms in
a real-time operating system. In a hard real-time system not only the ac
curacy of a result is important but also its timely computation. A delayed
result to a task is just the same as an incorrect result. It is the respon
sibility of a real-time operating system to guarantee that all the tasks will
be able to meet the real-time constraints. Following are the characteris
tics of a real-time kernel [1]:
a.

A fast context switch.

b.

A small size.

c.

The ability to respond to external interrupts quickly.

d.

Multitasking with inter task communication supported by
features like mailboxes, events, signals and semaphores.

e.

Fixed

and

variable

size

partitions

for

memory

management.
f.

Presence of fast sequential files to accumulate data at a
fast rate.

g.

Priority scheduling.

h.

Primitives to delay tasks for a fixed amount of time and
to pause and resume tasks.

i.

Special alarms and timeouts.
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Even when all the above primitives are coded in the optimal way and a
fast clock speed is used, it is still very difficult to predict if the real
time constrains will be met in a dynamic system. The best we have at
this time is to do extensive testing of the finished software to see if it
meets the timing constrains. Every change calls for another round of test
ing. Present real-time kernels are often an optimized version of a multi
tasking kernel and the system designer has to deal with this uncertainty
in meeting the real-time constraints.
1. Multitasking: When the operating system provides the user with a
semblance of multiple tasks being executed simultaneously, this is called
multitasking. The operating system achieves multitasking by scheduling and
switching the CPU among several tasks. This switching is transparent to
the user who gets the perception that the CPU is under its control all
the time. In a conventional multitasking operating system it would be suf
ficient for the CPU to schedule every task so that all get an opportunity
to run several times per second. In other words all user tasks have the
same priority. System tasks like those managing the hard disk or the real
time clock of course have higher priority than user tasks. However, in
reality, an operating system like UNIX [11] has different priority levels
for user tasks and this priority level is changed by the operating system
every second. The new priority level is based on how much CPU time
the task has already had and what resource the task has been waiting
on.
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2. Scheduling: In a real-time system the priorities of tasks are set by
the designer and the operating system does not modify them. Instead the
operating system ensures that a higher priority task would

be able to

preempt a lower priority task and all tasks will get, in fairness, an op
portunity to run. This is called scheduling and is the subject of intense
research. In conventional multitasking systems maximizing throughput is the
highest consideration, whereas in a real-time system good response time
is often of

more importance than high throughput. These requirements

will also change dynamically in a real-time system. Stankovic and Ramamritham [2] propose a way by which the scheduling algorithm in the ker
nel could be made adaptable to changing scheduling needs. In cases where
a task can only produce a

partial

result Liu, Lin and

Natrajan [12]

propose ways of using the partial result to complete the rest of the task.
If a result is produced by a task in several iterations but only part of
the iterations could be completed before preemption then the task will
return the partial result. Along with this result a figure of accuracy will
also be returned by the computing task. The user task should then have
a way to be able to use the partial result or wait for the next schedul
ing of the computing process. Most real-time operating systems available
on

the market

today provide priority

based scheduling and within

a

priority level round-robin scheduling is done. Most computers have a real
time clock that interrupts several times every second. Scheduling is done
by the kernel at every clock tick.
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3.

Task Synchronization: In real-time systems a task often waits for an

event to happen in the real world, indicated by an interrupt which trig
gers the task to run. A semaphore is used for dealing with such events.
A semaphore consists of a counter and a queue which records the events
yet to be processed and the queue has tasks waiting for events. If the
counter is greater that zero the queue must be empty, if there are tasks
in

the

queue

the counter

must

be zero. The basic operations

on

semaphores are wait and signal. When a task does a wait on a semaphore
it adds itself to the queue if the counter is zero, otherwise it decrements
the counter and proceeds. When a semaphore is signaled if the queue is
not empty the first task is resumed otherwise the counter is incremented.
A semaphore has two applications, mutual exclusion and signaling.
4.

Inter Task Communication:

Inter task communication is used for

sharing of information, usually data, between tasks. An operating system
provides several ways of passing messages. Mailboxes are the most com
mon technique in which the sender task puts a message in a queue on
the mailbox. A separate queue has all the tasks waiting for messages.
Like with a semaphore one of the queues is empty. Real-time operating
systems also provide means of accessing devices on the bus and being
able

to

transfer

data

through

the

memory space

of

the

device. The

operating system is completely bypassed and the communication is quick.
The size of messages transferred through the mailbox is generally small,
up to a few hundred bytes. When a large amount of data has to be
transferred between tasks pipes are used. A pipe is a unidirectional file
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that behaves as a disk file. Data from one process is written to this file
and the receiving process reads the data as the input. Pipes are imple
mented in memory and therefore are able to provide good response time.
5.

Memory Management:

Conventional

multitasking

operating systems

provide virtual memory. If the current task requires more memory the
operating system swaps a waiting task to the disk and allocates the freed
memory to the requesting task. Since disk i/o takes large amount of time
this causes the response time of the system to go up. In a real-time
situation this is quite unacceptable. A real-time operating system must
provide support to lock high priority tasks in memory so that they are
never swapped out.
6.

Pre-emption: In a fixed priority real-time operating system pre-emp

tion

becomes very important. In

a

conventional

multitasking system

scheduling is done at every clock tick which is anywhere from 15 to 50
times a second. For an IBM PC this is 18.2 times every second. If a
higher priority process becomes ready to run it will get the CPU at the
time. However, if a process is running in the kernel mode it cannot be
preempted. Real-time kernels provide check points within a kernel to test
if a higher priority process has become ready; if it has, then the current
process is preempted. The kernel also checks for a high priority ready
process at the end of each block and when an interrupt returns. These
techniques increase the response time of the system.
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7. Performance Evaluation: The time required to respond to an external
event is the sum of three times. The interrupt latency time, the inter
rupt cycle time (saving the state of the processor) and the interrupt ser
vice routine time. This is shown in Figure-1.1. After the interrupt has
been processed there is a recovery time to return the CPU context to
the old status. Thus there is a good amount of hidden time penalty in
volved in interrupt processing. The time given on the microprocessor data
sheet as interrupt latency time is quite misleading because there is more
time needed for saving the state of the processor and restoring it.
In a multitasking real-time system the time penalty (or operating system
overhead) is still higher as shown in Figure-1.2. The scheduling algorithm
has to be run and that is the additional time required.
When evaluating or

specifying

a

real-time operating system

the

above

times should be taken into consideration. There is no clear cut way of
determining if the operating system will meet the response time require
ment of the system or not. Even if the above figures are reliably avail
able from the vendor further bench mark tests should be conducted.

1.4

Problem Description

An ecologically closed system is one which is materially closed but allows
transfer of energy and information. Several such systems have been built
around the world to test the response of plant and animal growth under
closed environments. The Environmental Research Lab of the University
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of Arizona is involved in an experiment to prove that such ecologically
closed systems can exist as a Biosphere. A Biosphere is a

materially

closed system that only takes energy as input and can support life per
petually. The only known Biosphere is our Earth. An experimental system
is typically made of glass to admit sunlight but prevent inside air and
any other material from leaking. Plants and animals are then housed in
it and the system is sealed. Instruments are mounted inside to measure
the response of plants and animals under closed conditions. Such systems
have applications in deep space exploration. A closed system will provide
most of the food requirements for the astronauts and will perform air
recycling to produce oxygen. The only requirement is an energy source
like our Sun. A view of the structure under test is shown in Figure 1.4.
The following are the variables that must be controlled:
a.

Temperature.

b.

Air leakage.

c.

Photosynthetically active radiation input.

1.4.1 Temperature Control
An ecologically closed system has to be exposed to the Sun to collect
solar radiation for plant photosynthesis. In the process however there is
a substantial amount of solar heat gain. This heat must be rejected and
the temperature kept within the range of 55 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
Energy consumption to maintain this temperature should be minimized.
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Figure-1.4

A View of The Test Structure
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1.4.2 Makeup Air Control
The system should

ideally be completely sealed

and

have no

leaks.

However, it is extremely difficult and expensive to meet such a require
ment in an experimental system. A certain amount of leakage is always
present. It is required that the control system keep an account of the
number of moles of air lost per unit time and replenish the exact amount
periodically. A log of time of filling and amount of air filled into the
system should be kept in a file.

1.4.3 Shutter Control
All glass surfaces of the closed module are equipped with motorized shut
ters that can be positioned to provide varying degrees of shade inside the
module. These shutters can be used

to shade

the module completely

should there be a failure of the cooling system during the day. They also
prevent heat loss during the night and protect the glass during a storm.
These shutters, however, also cause some unnecessary shading and thereby
inhibit plant growth. It is required that the control system move these
shutters during the day so as to maximize transmittance of sunlight. The
optimum position of the shutter will be determined by the time of the
day, the day of the year and the orientation of the shutter.
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1.4.4 Alarm Conditions
The control system is also required to set off an alarm under such con
ditions as excessively high or low temperatures and excessively high air
leakage by sounding a bell and flashing an error message on the screen.

1.5

Thesis Objectives

The objective of this thesis are:
a.

Select hardware for data acquisition and control system.

b.

Develop software to achieve the necessary control.

It is desired

that temperature control, makeup air control and shutter

movement control be accomplished with one computer system. It is also
desired that this computer system record and display other data channels
for later analysis. To achieve this goal we need to select a computer sys
tem, operating environment and write the necessary software.

1.6

Design Approach

The design approach towards solving this problem will be as shown in
Figure-1.5. The system requirements will lead to software and hardware
design as discussed below.
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1.6.1 CPU Load Determination
How much CPU processing time each control loop requires will be deter
mined by finding how often the loop has to be executed and the time
needed for each execution.
This analysis will come partly from understanding the mechanical system
and

parameters

to be controlled

and

partly from the

analysis of

the

software execution time for the loop. Operating system overhead and data
acquisition task overhead have to be factored in too.

1.6.2 Hardware Determination
Once the CPU has been determined we are in a position to determine
the computer system to be used. Other factors associated with determin
ing the computer system shall be the availability of the development en
vironment for software, availability of operating system and cost of the
complete system.

1.6.3 Software Development
After having determined the computer system and the environment the
software development shall proceed to accomplish the goal of doing the
real-time control. The software is to be designed in an object oriented
way.

The design has to be such that the software could easily be ported

over to another computer system or to another operating system. This
would mean that machine dependent and operating system dependent por
tions of the code be separated. It is also expected that an interface with
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knowledge based systems will be required in future and necessary hooks
should be designed into the software.
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2

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
2.1

Overview

In this chapter, we discuss the selection of computer hardware and the
software development environment. We then study the mechanical system
that is to be controlled and estimate the software execution time for our
computer system. We need to ascertain that the CPU duty cycle for our
computer will be within admissible limits. Following are the principal re
quirements of the system:
a.

Temperature control of the test structure.

b.

Makeup air control of the test structure.

c.

Shutter

control

of

the

test

structure

to

maximize

photosynthetically active radiation input.

2.2

Temperature Control

2.2.1 Mechanical System
Agricultural greenhouses are kept within a temperature range suitable for
plants. This range

is between 55

and 85

degrees Fahrenheit.

Night

temperatures are kept lower and day temperatures are kept higher to
provide a diurnal

cycle experienced by plants in nature.

Apart

from

providing the diurnal cycle, having two setpoints helps conserve energy.
The system is not heated until the temperature reaches the low set point
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and is not cooled until the high setpoint is reached. This translates into
no heating till late hours in the night when the most of the energy
gained during the day is available and no cooling till late morning when
enough solar gain has taken place. The heating and cooling mechanical
plant consists of a boiler and a forced draft cooling tower to provide the
hot and cold water. This water is circulated through a coil inside the
structure. A schematic of the mechanical plant for heating and cooling of
the glass-house is shown in Figure-2.1.
Cooling is done by passing cold water through the coil in the test module
and blowing air through it using FAN1. The water coming out of the
coil is sent to the cooling tower. The forced draft cooling tower cools
the water down and it is again circulated through the cooling coil.
Heating is done by passing hot water through the coil in the test module
and blowing air through it using FAN1. The water returning from the
coil is passed through the heat exchanger to bring the temperature up
and it

keeps circulating till

the

temperature inside

test module

has

reached the desired value, and then the circulating pump is turned off.
Device lineup for cooling of Test Module:
Valve VL1
Valve V12
Valve VL4
Valve VL6B
Fan FAN1
Pump PMP1
Fan FAN3

Open
Shut
Open
Shut
On
On
On
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Device lineup for heating of Test Module:
Valve VL1
Valve VL2
Valve VL4
Valve V16B
Fan FAN1
Fan FAN3
Pump PMP1

Shut
Open
Shut
Open
On
Off
On

2.2.2 Software Requirements for Temperature Control
The control software is required to check the temperature every minute
(or at user selectable intervals), to see if it is within the desired setpoints. If the temperature is deviant from it the cooling or heating sys
tem is started as needed and is kept on till the temperature reaches the
setpoint. A dead zone is provided around the setpoint to prevent exces
sive cycling of the cooling or heating plant. The control software should
also check a flag to see if it is in auto or manual mode. If in auto
mode, it takes actions to start the cooling or heating plants, but

in

manual mode it will not do so. Manual mode is provided for testing and
maintenance of the cooling and heating equipment and the glass-house.
These requirements suggest that at least three temperature measurements
need to be taken some flags need to be tested and some output relays
will need to be energized. We can estimate that for a 8086 processor
running at 5 MHZ, this will take 500 milliseconds in the worst case.
Since this loop needs to be executed no sooner than every sixty seconds,
it has a duty cycle of 0.8%. The response time requirement is 60 seconds.
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2.3

Makeup Air Control

2.3.1 Mechanical System
The glass house is sealed to prevent transfer of all material. The inside
pressure is kept slightly above (3 inches of water column) the atmospheric
pressure to prevent outside air from entering. Some amount of inside air
however does leak through the seals. The volume and pressure of a given
amount of gas in a system will change according to the gas law:

where
P is absolute pressure in lb/sq foot
V is the volume in cubic feet
R is the gas constant = 3.404
T is the absolute temperature in Rankine =

(°F + 460)

An increase in pressure is not desirable because of the danger of glass
breaking at high pressure. A lung is therefore provided to accept chan
ges in volume. The lung has a floating pan tied to the walls with a
flexible membrane. As the temperature increases the floating pan moves
up in the lung and allows for increased volume keeping the pressure con
stant. A schematic of the mechanical plant for doing makeup air control
is shown in Figure-2.2.
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2.3.2 Software Requirements for Makeup Air Control
The control software is required to accept a setpoint for the number of
moles of ,air inside the glass-house. It should then measure the pan posi
tion to determine

the volume,

inside temperature, inside pressure

and

barometric pressure. It should then calculate the moles present inside the
glass-house. If the measured value of moles is less than the set point it
starts an air pump and opens a valve to fill air until the number of
moles reaches the setpoint value. A dead band is provided to prevent ex
cessive cycling of the mechanical equipment. Software should provide an
Auto/Manual flag selectable by the user to manually operate the filling
mechanism for testing and maintenance purposes. Each time the program
fills the test module it should write the time of filling and the number
of moles before and after the filling into a file. This data is used to
determine the leakage rate of the test module.
These requirements indicate that seven measurements have to be made,
some arithmetical

calculations have to be done and flags have to be

tested and based on that two output relays will need to be turned on.
We can estimate that the time taken for one execution of such a loop
will be no more than 500 milliseconds. Leakage rates are expected to be
very low and this loop needs to execute no sooner than eveiy 10 minutes.
This constitutes a duty cycle of 0.08% and the response time requirement
is 600 seconds. This, however, assumes that no busy waits are involved
while the air pump is filling up the air.
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2.4

Solar Shutter Control

2.4.1 Mechanical System
The solar shutters serve several purposes. They protect the glass-house
during storms. During the day they can provide full shade in the glass
house should there be a cooling system failure. During the night they
prevent heat loss from the glass house to the cold sky which helps con
serve energy by minimizing the heating requirements. All this comes at
the cost of some loss of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) to the
plants during the day. It is desired that this loss of PAR be minimized.
There are fourteen banks of shutters mounted on each glass face of the
glass-house. Each bank has a bidirectional motor to drive the shutters
from full open to full close. There is a ten kiloohm liner potentiometer
for each shutter. By measuring the change in resistance of the pot the
position of

the shutter can be

accurately determined. The

electronic

module mounted on each shutter motor provides two pairs of isolated con
tacts. Closing one pair of contacts rotates the motor in clockwise direc
tion,

and

closing the other pair rotates the motor

in

anti-clockwise

direction. The control software is required to position the shutters during
the day so that a minimum shadow is cast on the plants. At night the
shutters are closed to conserve heat.
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2.4.2 Software Requirements for Shutter Control
The program is required to maximize the amount of light entering the
Test Module. This is done by first determining the position of the Sun
based on the day of the year and the time of the day. Then for each
shutter if the angle of incidence of solar rays is less than a given angle
(called maximum incidence angle) the opening angle of the shutter is cal
culated using an equation that minimizes the solid angle between the out
ward normal of the shutter and the solar ray. This maximizes the amount
of incident light. If the incident angle is more that the maximum inci
dent angle then the shutter is opened so that it is perpendicular to the
glass surface and thereby allows maximum diffused light to get inside the
glass-house.
Each time this loop is executed, it goes and checks each shutter for the
optimum position. If a shutter fails to respond after several attempts of
positioning it, the program marks it as bad and

reports the error. From

manufacturers specifications we know that each shutter moves at an an
gular speed of 7.5° per second and the only way it can be positioned is
by using a busy wait loop. The shutter motor is started in the appropriate
direction and

its position is continuously measured till it reaches the

desired point and then it is shut off. If the desired position is not
reached within a set number of attempts, the program moves on to the
next shutter and will attempt to position it again in the next iteration.
This loop needs to execute once every 10 minutes. The execution time
consists of first calculating the desired position of the shutter which is a
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floating

point calculation then starting the shutter motor in the correct

direction and waiting in a busy wait loop for the shutter to reach the
setpoint. On an average it will take the shutter about 1 second to reach
its new position. The time required by all other sections of code will be
insignificant compared to the busy wait time of one second per shutter.
The duty cycle is the ratio of time taken to position all fourteen shut
ters and the response time which is 600 seconds. The duty cycle turns
out to be 2.3%.
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3

SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1

Overview

This chapter discusses the hardware selection and the software design for
this project. The major design effort was put in making the software as
modular and as object oriented as possible. Discussion on selection of a
hash table as the data structure and techniques to speed up the look-up
time for data on each device is included here.

3.2

Hardware Selection

We decided to use an IBM PC/XT as the computer system to do the
entire control and data acquisition for the experiment. The reasons for
choosing the personal computer are as follows :
a.

Minimum

training

requirement

for

user

personal,

since

most were already using the PC for office work
b.

Low cost.

c.

Availability of a large number of development tools for
the PC. These include compilers, debuggers, editors etc.

d.

Availability of a variety of data acquisition hardware for
the PC.

A PC based system is extremely cost effective for a small to medium
size

experiment. There

are some disadvantages as well. The

MS-DOS
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operating system is non-re-entrant. This means it is not possible to write
code that is multitasking without seriously affecting the operation of the
system. This also means that interrupt driven programs (which must be
re-entrant) cannot use operating system facilities. There are ways to get
around the problem but they reduce the response time of the system and
it doesn't remain real-time anymore. It was decided that we will not use
interrupt driven code for our control system but instead will use the poll
ing technique.
It is industry practice to use programmable controllers for most data ac
quisition and control purposes. These controllers can be programmed for
most data acquisition jobs. They communicate with the host computer over
a serial link only to send data or receive commands. Such controllers are
good for

typical

industry applications but

the

limited programming

capability did not suit our project needs. We decided to use plug-in data
acquisition cards for the PC bus [13]. The data acquisition hardware was
modular in design and could accommodate different configurations. We set
up our system for 128 analog input channels and 64 digital output chan
nels.

All

input

channels are multiplexed

into a programmable

gain

amplifier (PGA) which is connected to a 12 bit A/D converter. The
PGA can provide gains of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 under software control.
The inputs and outputs to the multiplexers, PGA and A/D converter are
mapped into PC memory. The software can read and write to these loca
tions through memory access. The digital output hardware is also mapped
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to PC memory and is controlled by writing 0 or 1 at its associated bit.

3.3

Development Environment

We selected the Lattice C compiler [14] for our software development.
This C compiler was the most reliable compiler available at the time and
it came with a full set of utilities with it. Function prototyping is sup
ported by this compiler. Since we did not have any lint utility proto
typing was very useful. We used a UNIX 'make' like utility from another
source.

3.4

Software Design

We discussed in chapter one that real-time programs are designed using
the following two techniques:
a.

Event driven programs.

b.

Polling driven programs.

For an IBM PC running under MS-DOS, it is difficult to write interrupt
driven programs. This is because MS-DOS being non-re-entrant cannot be
called from the interrupt driven program which has to be re-entrant. Thus
either all the operating system facilities that are needed must be rewrit
ten or the interrupts must be turned off when these facilities are used.
The former is a lot of work while the latter will increase the response
time of the system to an unacceptable level. We, therefore, decided to
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main()

{
ma_init();
while(TRUE)

/*initialize all modules*/

{ "
tm_tmp_ctrl();
sh_sht_ctrl();
mk_ctrl();

/Temperature control function*/
/*Shutter control function*/
/*makeup control function*/

}

}

Figure-3.1

The Main Polling Loop

use the other technique of polling to write this software. Studying the
mechanical system in Chapter 2, we deduce that none of the control func
tions require attention any sooner than 60 seconds. This is an extremely
long time period compared to an average real-time system which has a
response time in milliseconds. This makes the application of the polling
technique even more convenient. The structure of the main program is a
big infinite loop in which all the control functions are called one after
the other. If the cycle time has elapsed since the last execution of the
function it is executed. It can be seen that the sum of the execution
times for all three control functions is less than the response time re
quirement for any of the those three. We can therefore safely use the
polling technique. Thus, the main function looks like Figure-3.1.
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Begin

run temperature
control loop
tmw_tmp_ctrl( )

run makeup air
loop
mk_jnkup_ctrl()

run shutter
control loop
sh_shtr_ctrl()

run data acquisition
module

run keyboard
handling module

run screen update
module

Error Module
er_error()

Display Error
on Screen

Log Error in
Log File

Return

Return

Figure-3.2

The Main Polling Loop Flow Diagram
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3.4.1 Data Structure
In order to keep the design of the program modular, all data and con
figuration

information

has been stored

in

C structures

(records).

The

primary structure is the one that stores all information related to each
device or instrument. Every device is assigned a tag name. This tag is
used to address the device from all modules of the program. The data
structure that holds all device information has as its first member the tag
name of the device. Other information stored in this structure is the
physical channel number, device type, offset and calibration constants and
channel numbers to start and stop the device. This data-structure is used
as an object. Whenever any operation is to be done on a device like
taking a measurement or starting a motor the tag name is passed to the
called function. The function then retrieves the necessary information from

/*

*da_hash(tag)
*the hash function
*/

int da_hash(s)
char *s;

{
int hashval;
for(hashval = 0; *s! = '\0';)
hashval + = *s+ + < 1;
return(hashval%HASHSIZE);
}
Figure-3.3

The Hash Function
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/*

*structure for holding information about the instrument channel
*
#j
w
typedef struct
{
/*channel number*/
int ch;
/*measured value*/
float val;
/*type of sensor or device*/
int type;
/* offset associated with this channel*/
float offset;
^calibration constant associated with this ch*/
float calibrat;
/*flag=ON indicates that this channel is valid*/
int valid;
} CH_INFO;
/*

*structure for storing auxilary information about device
*presently used to store information about vents.
*/
typedef struct auxinfo

{
/*spantime of a shutter*/
/*total travel of shutter in degree*/
/*azimuth of outward pointing vector of shtr*/
/*due south is zero*/
/*altitude of outward pointing vector*/
/*deadband for this device*/

float spntim;
float degtrvl;
float azmth;
float altd;
float deadband;
} AUXINFO;
/*

* Device Structure
-7
typedef struct dev_record
{
char tag[32];
int
dev_type;
int
lock;
int
fail;
CHJNFO inst;
CHINFO st open;
CHJNFO st_close;
CH INFO cmd open;
CH INFO cmd close;
AUXINFO *aux;
struct dev_record *next;
} DEV_RCRD;
Figure-3.4

/*stores tag no of the device*/
/* device type valve/pmp/fan etc. */
/*lock = ON shows device locked*/
/*shows number of times failure detected*/
/*if the device is a instrument info is here*/
/*open or on status channel*/
/*close or off status channel*/
/*open or start cmd channel*/
/*close or stop cmd channel*/
/*pointer to auxinfo struct*/
/*pointer to next record*/

Structures Holding Device Information
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ARRAY OF
POINTERS

DEVICE RECORD
POINTER

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE TAG: FAN1

DEVICE TAG: VLVt

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

DEVICE RECORD
POINTER

DEVICE RECORD
DEVICE TAG: FAN2

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

DEVICE RECORD
POINTER

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE TAG: PMP1

DEVICE TAG: VLV4

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

AUX DEVICE
RECORD

DEVICE KECORD
POINTER

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE RECORD

DEVICE TAG: FAN3

DEVICE TAG: PMP2

Figure-3.5

Hash Table Data Structure
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the data structure, performs the read on the field channel and updates
the data structure. Refer to Figure-3.2.
There are a large number of such devices and hence a data structure
needs to be selected to store all the device data structures. A hash table
is selected as the data structure for storing all the device data structures.
A hash table is selected over an array so that look-up time for a device
tag name by doing string matching be reduced. This data structure is il
lustrated in Figure-3.3. A hashing function that adds up all the ASCII
values of characters in the string and does modulo division by the table
size, is used, see Figure-3.4. This provides a high efficiency hashing func
tion. A hash table size of 37 is used. Being a prime number it provides
a better distribution in the table and no more than three string matches
are required to find a given tag name. To further speed up the access
to device data structures, pointers to their location in the hash table are
used. This eliminates table look-up. In our present setup once the hash
table is setup it is not changed and so using the pointers works satisfac
torily. Should the program be modified in such a way that tag names
could be added or deleted on-line, as would be the case in a multi-task
ing system then such use of pointers would be dangerous, since these
pointers will change whenever a tag name is added or deleted. In such
a situation a table lookup should be done every time data from a tag
name is needed.
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3.4.2 Initialization
At startup time the program does two kinds of initialization:

The

a.

Hardware

b.

Software initialization.

hardware

initialization.

initialization function checks to

see

if

the

necessary

hardware is present or not. If the hardware is present it configures it as
per the configuration information available to it.
Software initialization function reads the configuration file and initializes
the device data structures. It then installs the device data structures in
the hash table. Each control module has its own configuration file. From
this file all the information necessary to operate that module is read and
individual data structures of the control modules are initialized.

3.4.3 Control Module Structure
There is one control module for each control operation. The structure of
each module is similar. The first function in each

module is the in

itialization function and is called at program startup to initialize the data
structures. The second function is the main control function. Each time
this function

is

called from the

main infinite

loop

it

checks

the

auto/manual flag and the time of last execution, if more than the cycle
time has elapsed since the last execution, the function calls the support
function to do the control. Support functions have been written to do the
necessary calculations,

checking elapsed

time and making measurements.
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Begin

Initialize
Hardware

Initialize
Data Structures

Error Module
er_error()

Initialize
Temperature Control
Loop
Display Error
on Screen
Initialize
Makeup Air
Loop
Log Error in
Log File
Initialize
Shutter Control
Loop

Return

Return

Figure-3.6

Initialization Module
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Each control module also has a set of access functions that are used by
other modules to access the data structure of the control module. Other
modules use this information for display on the screen.
The flow diagram for the temperature control function is shown in Figure3.7. This function turns on or off devices described in Paragraph 2.2.1.
The makeup air flow diagram is shown in Figure-3.8 and the devices con
trolled by this function are shown in the makeup air mechanical schematic
in chapter 2. The shutter position function is shown in the flow diagram
of Figure-3.9. Since busy wait is used to position the shutters this func
tion takes the maximum execution time.

3.4.4 Error Handling
A separate error handling module contains all the error messages and
error handling functions. Most of the functions in the program do some
kind of error checking. If an error is detected then they pass the error
number and bad data to the error handling function. This function then
picks up the appropriate message and displays it along with the bad data.
The facility in C that allows passing of variable number of arguments
helped make the error handling function very elegant. The big advantage
of using a central error handling function is ease of modification. It also
helps reduce the code size by avoiding duplication of error messages in
modules.

Begin

No

Mt time"*
to execute
Yes

No

measure
temperature
tm_get_tmpO

imp>3etpoin1

Yes

start cooling
equipment
tmL_coaling()

Yes

start heating
equipment
tmliieatingQ

Yes

shutdown equtpment
tm__shutdoim

No

No
temp OK
No
Update Time
of Eiscution

Return
Figure-3.7

Temperature Control Loop
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Begin

Mo

Mt time
to execute

T Yes
No

liuto/maiiN
flag on

S.MITO/

Yes
Measure Pressure
Tempr and Volume
calulato lfoles

moles
within
limits^INo

Yes

mite init moles in file
start fan and
open' valve

Measure Pressure
Tempr and Volume
calulate Moles

moles
nithin
limifa

No

Yes
bite final moles in fil<
stop fan and
cloae valve

Update Time
of Execution

Beturn
Figure-3.8

Makup Air Control Loop
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Begin

No

it time^
to execute

T Yea
No

•auto/man^flag on

\AUTO/-^
T Yes
get time and date
calculate solar
coordinates

'any more^

No

shutter left

Caculate
position for
nest shutter
and start motor
Yea

^^has^\

letpoint bee]
reached ..
1 No

-/naTC^

max attempt
\been mad^

No

Yes

Update lime
of Execution

Return
Figure-3.9

Shutter Position Control Loop
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3.4.5 Error Recovery
The software is designed to recover from all error conditions except of
course computer hardware failure. At start up of the program all the con
figuration files are read. If one or more configuration files are missing
or are unreadable, the control function associated with that file is dis
abled and the error condition is alarmed. If only a few entries in a file,
like the setpoint or dead band, are missing the program uses the default
values and again alarms the condition. In the event of the failure of a
field device like the cooling fan, a large deviation between the setpoint
and the measured value causes an alarm condition. A failure in position
ing the shutters is stored as an error-flag in the shutter record and an
error is flashed on the screen. The software keeps testing the shutter at
every iteration to see if it is positioning properly, if it is, then the errorflag is removed from its record and the shutter is brought back into ser
vice. The software is designed to keep working under all error conditions
and turn on the alarm to call for human intervention. Computer hardware
failure is the only exception.

3.4.6 Debugging Aids
The powerful error handling function is extensively used to help in debug
ging. However to trace the flow of the program, print statements have
been embedded at different levels. These statements can be turned off or
on using a switch in the header file. An example is shown in Figure3.10. The software uses several such macros for debugging. At final com
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pilation time the debug switch is turned off and the preprocessor removes
all the print statements. The size and execution time of the final program
is not affected by these print statements. This proved to be a great help
in debugging the program.

/*

*

An Example of debugging macro

7
#ifdef DEBUGCT
#define
DBG(x)
#else
#define
DBG(x)
#endif

Figure-3.10

x

The Debugging Macro

3.4.7 Testing
Most of the testing for the control program was done using the real data
in the field. The program was first compiled with all debugging print
statements.

Intermediate

results were

checked in the field using these

statements. After all the debugging was done the program was compiled
with the debugging switch turned off.
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3.4.8 Interface to External Programs
The software is designed to provide future enhancements in two specific
areas:
1.

Porting to multitasking systems.

2.

Operating under the control of a knowledge based system.

Every control function is provided with its own configuration file and is
written as an independent module. It does not share any variables with
other parts of the program. All data is transferred between modules using
access functions. When porting to a real-time multitasking system only
these access functions will need to be modified to use a semaphore or
a mailbox. The initialization function will be modified to create a task
for each module and polling will be replaced by multitasking. All status
and measurement information of a device or an instrument is stored in
its device record in the hash table data structure. The hash table is ac
cessible by an external program by using the hash table access function.
A knowledge based system can thus get measurement information from
the hash table and can change the setpoints and other parameters dynami
cally. The only information needed by the knowledge based program to
retrieve all the information on a instrument or device is its tag name.
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4

ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS WITH IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE
4.1

Overview

When this project was started we did a market survey of real-time operat
ing systems available for the PC. We also researched canned packages
available for the PC for data acquisition and control applications. Our in
vestigations showed

that there were a few real-time

operating systems

available on the market. Most of these operating systems were recent in
troductions. We were not confident of the robustness of these operating
systems, we also found that the compilers, linkers and other development
tools available with these systems were not comparable to those available
for MS-DOS. It was decided that the software will be written in such a
way

that

it

could be

ported

to a real-time

system

in a

PC did

not

subsequent

revision.
Our

initial

research on canned packages for

reveal

any

product that could meet our needs. However, during the course of our
software development we found that several canned packages for the PC
became available on the market.
Real-time control problems can be solved using several different options.
We can classify these approaches in three catagories:
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a.

Use a real-time operating system.

b.

Use canned software packages.

c.

Use other computer system.

In this chapter a summary of the different operating systems and canned
packages we evaluated is presented. This should not be considered as an
exhaustive list.

4.2

Real-time Operating Systems for PC

Perhaps

the

most

important

component

of

a

real-time

system

is

the

operating system. Today in the industry there is no standard for a real
time operating system. There are a number of real-time operating systems
being used; all are incompatible with each other. Applications developed
for one cannot be ported over to another operating systems which is a
big disadvantage for application developers. It is therefore very critical to
choose an operating system that is most suitable for the application and
will also allow the application to run on other processors. Some of the
more popular operating systems for the PC are discussed here.

4.2.1 iRMX Operating System
This operating system [15] was first introduced by Intel in the late 70's
for its 8086 family of processors. After the introduction of personal com
puters based on the same processor, this operating system has been ported
by Real Time Computer Science Corporation. It is called PC/RTX for
IBM PC and AT/RTX for PC/AT. This operating system is a product of
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a very formal and structured approach to operating system design. It is
modular and can be configured by the user. A full set of development
tools are supported, these include language compilers, editors, linkers,
loaders and real-time debuggers. Operating services are provided for ob
ject management, interrupt management, I/O management and file and disk
management. Intertask communication can be done using semaphores or
mailboxes. iRMX provides pre-emptive priority based scheduling and round
robin scheduling within the priority levels.

4.2.2 VRTX Operating System
VRTX is a real-time operating system that runs on several microproces
sor families which include Intel 8086, Zilog z80 and Motorola 68K. This
makes the VRTX very attractive to application developers who wish to
port them to other processors. Another feature of this operating system
is that it is available in ROM. VRTX provides a full set of input/out
put and file management services. On a PC it supports industry standard
compilers and linkers for software development. Operating system services
are available as a set of libraries and development work can be done on
a PC running under DOS. Cross compilers for VAX are also available.
A real-time debugger is available for this operating system. Intertask com
munication

is supported using mailboxes.

round-robin scheduling inside priority

Pre-emptive scheduling

levels is supported.

scheduling can be turned off by the application program.

Round

with
robin
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4.2.3 QNX Operating System
QNX is a multiuser multitasking operating system [9] with real-time sup
port. This operating system has a different architecture from the tradition
al onion skin architecture of most operating systems. It has a horizontal
structure and system services are provided by

various administrator tasks.

The other unique feature of this operating system is that it supports true
multi-processing. Several processors can be connected via a local area net
work and tasks could run on all these processors. QNX is designed as
message passing operating system. Whereas most operating systems pass
pointers to messages QNX passes

the whole message.

Although this

method may seem slower than passing pointers it is the basis of multi
processor support offered by QNX. When a task passes a message it does
not need to know which processor the task is running on. The message
is transferred through the network to the receiving task on any other
processor. This is a very powerful facility offered by QNX. By connect
ing several

personal

computers a

true multi-processing system

can

be

developed. QNX provides pre-emptive and round-robin scheduling. Mail
boxes, messages and exceptions can be used for inter-task communication.

4.2.4 Real-time UNIX Operating Systems
UNIX is perhaps the most popular operating system. It provides the user
with a standard interface and portability across processors. UNIX however
is not a real-time operating system because of the high overhead. Many
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companies provide real-time extensions to UNIX. Among the many sup
pliers Alcycon [16] is one that supplies UNIX with a real-time extension
called

REGULUS.

This operating system runs on the

Intel

80386,

Motorola 68000 and AT&T 32000 processor families. REGULUS provides
means to lock a task in memory so that it is never swapped to the disk.
High speed inter-task communication services are provided. Interrupts can
be associated to a device without operating system overhead. In other
words all UNIX facilities are provided and some are speeded up to
provide real-time support. Such an operating system gives the best of both
worlds to the system integrator. Other companies like Hewlett Packard
and AT&T also have real-time extensions for UNIX running on their own
processors. IEEE Real Time Subcommittee 1003.4 is developing a proposal
to incorporate real-time features in its Posix standard.

4.3

Using Canned Software Packages

For most common control applications, a number of canned packages are
available that run on an IBM PC and do the data acquisition and con
trol. Most packages do not need any programing to be done by the user.
These

packages often have

been ported from other

computer systems

where they were developed. One of them ONSPEC form Heuristics Inc.
[17] runs on an

IBM

AT running under

the

Digital

Research

DOS

operating system. The package provides all the facilities normally asked
for by a typical industrial data acquisition and control system. These in
clude data acquisition and recording, on-screen trending, binary logic sup
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port, alarms and annunciation, closed loop control, statistical control and
even expert systems. Onspec was initially developed for use on VAX com
puters and has been ported to a number of other systems.
The FIX package from Intellusion [18] also provides all the services re
quired by an industrial process control system. It however runs under MSDOS. A multi-tasking executive is provided with the package that can run
other MS-DOS programs in the foreground while running the data ac
quisition and control package in the background. This package lets you
integrate your own programs into this package to meet special require
ments. For other packages see references [19, 20].

4.4

Using Other Microprocessors

The 8086 family of processors is not specifically designed for real-time ap
plications. The

most

significant

problem with

these processor

is the

pipeline architecture. To speed up the throughput the processor pre-fetches
several instructions from the memory in anticipation that they will be
needed. This works most of the time but when there is a branching the
entire queue has to be rejected and fetching starts afresh. This leads to
a timing

problem

in real-time

applications.

It

becomes uncertain how

much execution time a piece of code will take. This consideration be
comes important when response time of micro-seconds are involved. Such
processors are good for office computer system use and for most real
time

applications but more specialized processors are needed for high

responses real-time applications. Harris Inc. has introduced a RTX 2000
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processor [6] that substitutes the pipeline with parallel operation. This
greatly reduces the uncertainty in execution time and response time. Cer
tain digital signal processors also provide similar facilities. Microcomputers
and minicomputers based on such processors provide an alternative to 8086
based personal computers.
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5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data acquisition and control system has been operating satisfactorily
on the closed ecological system for over one year. The results obtained
by our system have led to the redesign of several mechanical components.

5.1

Summary and Results

The system has been doing its control function satisfactorily from the
beginning. The temperature has been in limits except in cases when the
mechanical plant failed. The air makeup system has shown that the leak
rate was approximately one cubic foot per minute. This was a rather high
leakage rate yet the system was able to maintain the required moles of
air. The knowledge of the leakage rate has prompted redesign of the seal
ing system for the structure. The makeup air control loop was initially
designed not to do a busy wait when makeup air was being filled up in
the test structure. Later on it was observed that since the software some
times crashed for unknown reasons the fan pumping air could be left
running. This could damage the glass structure. It was therefore decided
to let the processor wait while the air was being filled. The delay was
only moderate but gave the user a lot of peace of mind. The results
from the shutter experiment indicated that the loss of solar radiation was
still too high even after the shutters were

tracking the Sun.

It

was

decided to remove the shutters altogether. The problems of excess heat
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gain during the day and heat loss during the night shall be solved by
having a larger heating/cooling plant. The computer system required to do
the control was set up as follows:
a.

IBM XT compatible with 640K of main memory.

b.

Color graphics display system.

c.

One 360K floppy drive.

d.

One 10MB Hard-disk.

e.

One serial communication port.

f.

MS-DOS version 2.1.

g.

PCI-20000 PC Instrumentation cards.

Initially the system was setup with 256K byte of memory, it was later
enhanced to 640K. A clock card was installed to provide a battery back
ed clock in case of extended power failures. The computer was normally
powered by an uninterruptable power supply.

5.2

System Constraints

This system has a several limitations. The system, running under MS-DOS
does not have multitasking features. This prevents the user from making
online changes to the process database. The database itself was split up
into several files for easy maintenance but was not convenient for the
user to update. The user interface was keyboard driven. The software is
written specifically for this project. Most but not all of it is reusable as
it stands. The software has been designed to accept commands from a
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higher level knowledge based system. However, no such interface has been
written yet.

5.3

Observations for Future Work

After completing this project there is no doubt in our minds that per
sonal computers provide a very cost effective solution to real-time control
problems. When this project was started there were a few operating sys
tems that provided real-time multitasking capabilities. However, we were
not confident that these operating systems would provide a reasonable bug
free environment
familiar

and

for program development

reliable

MS-DOS

was

therefore

and execution. The more
selected.

We

have

since

learned more about these operating systems and now have more con
fidence in them. Following are some observations:
a.

The

single

user

DOS

environment

proved

to

be

a

limitation early in the project. It was not possible to
change

the

configuration

files

while

the

program

was

running. Although such changes were few and far apart
yet the need for a multitasking operating system was felt.
b.

Over

time

the users wanted

to

have

multiple

display

systems but the PC running under MS-DOS just could
not

support

more

than

one

display.

Implementing

a

separate screen and keyboard I/O system for DOS using
the

serial

communication port

is

a major

undertaking.

Again

the

need

for

a

multitasking

system

became

apparent.
The software development process was the most expensive
component of the project. Today there are a number of
canned packages that will do data acquisition and control
on

a

PC.

Should

any

of

these

packages

meet

the

requirements of the users they should be preferred over
in-house

software

development.

It

should

be

noted

however that these packages are designed for run of the
mill type applications and may not be suitable for more
exotic or experimental applications.
The configuration database was split into many text files
and it was thought that the users would find it easy to
maintain.

It

maintaining
database

happened
several

with

a

otherwise;

text

files

separate

the

user

inconvenient.

program

to

found

A

single

maintain

the

be

database would be a better design.
A

greater

provided.

degree
The

of

learning

graphics

interfaces

should

time

less

a

is

for

graphics

interface.
The software was designed to accept commands from a
knowledge based system. The design and implementation
of such a system on top of the existing system would be
a very interesting project.

g.

The present computer was not on a local area network.
In

order

to extract

data

from the

system either

the

system was brought down or a serial interface was used
to

transfer

files.

At

the

time

of

implementing

the

software the local area networks were available but the
software was not very reliable. The nature of the project
warranted an extremely reliable system. In a system being
designed now a robust LAN interface should be provided.
A multitasking operating system with a local area network
having

support

for

TCP/IP

will

be

very

useful

transferring data over local and long haul networks.

for
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6

APPENDIX A: LISTING OF
CONFIGURATION FILES
This appendix contains

the listing of

configuration files used

by

the

software.
The file ctrl.cnf is the overall configuration of tag names and contains the
channel number information for the complete system. Shtr.clb is the calibra
tion file that holds calibration constants for measuring the shutter position.
The other three files contain loop information for each of the control
loops.
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Figure-6.1

Listing of File ctrlcnf

33
total devices
-1
-1
31
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
icOOl 1
28
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
tc002 1
-1
-1
14
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
tc003 1
36
-1
-1
-1"
-1
8
-1
-1
-1
anOl 1
55
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
4
-1
-1
ptOl 1
-1
-1
35
4
-1
-1
-1
-1
psOl 1
04
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
4
-1
-1
ps02 1
-1
99
-1
-1
-1
4
-1
fsOl 1
33
32
-1
-1
112 4
113
4
100
vll
60
35
100
34
-1
114
4
115
4
vl2
60
37
36
116
4
4
100
-1
-1
117
vl4
60
39
38
4
-1
-1
100
-1
-1
vl6b 60
4
-1
-1
100
-1
-1
-1
-1
vl8
60
46
100
47
-1
4
-1
-1
-1
-1
vll6 60
28
29
4
-1
200
-1
-1
56
-1
fanl 50
44
200
45
-1
96
4
-1
-1
50
-1
fan2
49
48
4
-1
200
-1
-1
97
-1
fan3 50
42
200
43
-1
110
4
-1
-1
pmpl 50
26
100
27
-1
77
4
-1
-1
-1
shOl 60
4
-1
24
100
25
-1
76
-1
-1
sh02 60
20
21
4
-1
-1
100
-1
-1
74
sh03 60
22
100
23
-1
75
4
-1
-1
sh04 60
12
100
13
-1
70
4
-1
-1
-1
sh05 60
14
15
4
-1
100
-1
-1
71
-1
sh06 60
06
100
07
4
-1
-1
67
sh07 60
04
05
4
-1
100
-1
66
-1
-1
sh08 60
16
100
17
72
4
-1
-1
-1
-1
sh09 60
19
-1
18
100
-1
73
4
-1
-1
shlO 60
08
09
-1
100
-1
68
4
-1
-1
shll 60
10
11
4
-1
100
-1
69
-1
-1
shl2 60
02
100
03
4
-1
-1
-1
65
-1
shl3 60
00
100
01
64
4
-1
-1
-1
-1
shl4 60
50
-1
-1
100
-1
-1
-1
-1
alml 50
#seqentialy the fields are:
#tag devtype inst.ch inst.type statusopen.ch statusopen.type
statusclose.ch statusclose.type cmdopen.ch cmdopen.type
cmdclose.ch cmdclose.type
100 = STAY_PUT_CONTACT

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
100
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
-1

Figure-6.2

.501465
1.496582
2.866211
1.079102
3.078613
0.959473
2.770996
2.983398
1.433105
1.396484
1.472168
1.440430
1.423340
1.416016

89.912193
87.771431
-90.431168
88.365479
-87.040001
88.253487
-89.501282
-86.606964
83.214447
82.654709
83.591835
83.972664
82.469795
83.214447

Listing of File shtr.clb

2.502441
2.521973
.986328
3.002930
1.125488
2.885742
.871582
1.020508
2.514648
2.485352
2.548828
2.512207
2.514648
2.497559

offset, calibration-constant, output-at-fullopen

Figure-6.3

auto control: 1
low setpoint: 65
high setpoint: 79
deadband: 2
repetition rate : 30
temperature step : 5
high temperature alarm : 85
low pan position alarm : 24
high pan position alarm : 100
low temperature alarm : 60

Listing of File tmp.cnf

Figure-6.4

Listing of File makup.cnf

#this is configuration file for makeup air control
#of Test Module
auto control: 0
REPETmON rate : 300
#deadband: 2
setpoint: 15000
maximum attempts : 500
#position sensor for pan position
instrument :pt01 140 -51.33
#gauge press inside Test Module in pounds per sq ft.
#coeff in daq.cnf file multiplied by 5.204 to convert inches
#to lbs per sq ft.
instrument :ps01 -36.428 10.408
#Barometric pressure at Sunspace in pounds per sq foot
#coeff in daq.cnf multiplied by 2.089 to convert milibars
#to pounds per sq foot.
instrument :ps02 1723.425 41.78
#diff press from flow sensor
instrument :fs01 3.0 6.7

Figure-6.5

Listing of File shtr.cnf

auto control: 0
maximum attempts : 200
shutter open time : 04:00:00
shutter close time : 20:0:0
repetition rate : 500
site longitude: 110.71
site latitude : 32.61
local standard time longitude : 105.1
maximum incident angle : 71
maximum opening angle : 88
deadband: 2
enderror: 0.6
total number of shutters: 14
shOl 12
90
90
-15
sh02 12
90
90
-15
sh03 42
170
30
75
sh04 42
170
75
30
sh05 42
170
-15
30
sh06 42
170
-15
30
sh07 42
170
-105 30
sh08 42
170
-105 30
sh09 12
90
75
0
shlO 12
90
0
75
0
shll 12
90
-15
shl2 12
90
-15
0
shl3 12
90
-105 0

89
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